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Abstract: The relationship between urban human dynamics and land use types has always been
an important issue in the study of urban problems in China. This paper used location data from
Sina Location Microblog (commonly known as Weibo) users to study the human dynamics of the
spatial-temporal characteristics of gender differences in Beijing’s Olympic Village in June 2014.
We applied mathematical statistics and Local Moran’s I to analyze the spatial-temporal distribution
of Sina Microblog users in 100 m × 100 m grids and land use patterns. The female users
outnumbered male users, and the sex ratio (SR varied under different land use types at different
times. Female users outnumbered male users regarding residential land and public green land,
but male users outnumbered female users regarding workplace, especially on weekends, as the
SR on weekends (SR was 120.5) was greater than that on weekdays (SR was 118.8). After a Local
Moran’s I analysis, we found that High–High grids are primarily distributed across education and
scientific research land and residential land; these grids and their surrounding grids have more female
users than male users. Low–Low grids are mainly distributed across sports centers and workplaces
on weekdays; these grids and their surrounding grids have fewer female users than male users.
The average number of users on Saturday was the highest value and, on weekends, the number of
female and male users both increased in commercial land, but male users were more active than
female users (SR was 110).
Keywords: human dynamics; land use types; spatial-temporal analysis; social media data;
gender difference

1. Introduction
The relationship between human dynamics in urban areas and land use types has always served
as one of the foundations for the study of geography [1]. Currently, with the rapid development
of urbanization in China, the conflicts between rapid urban population growth and land use have
become increasingly prominent. A traditional census cannot reflect the spatial distribution of humans
in urban areas in real time because of the related statistical cycles and units. Therefore, knowing
how to obtain an accurate picture of the dynamics of population distribution data is currently a
problem. In recent years, with the development of social networks and communication technology
and the popularization of mobile intelligent terminals, each individual user plays the role of a sensor,
which allows an increasing amount of User-Generated Content (UGC) data (e.g., social media data)
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to be made available, including Volunteer Geographical Information (VGI) [2–4]. This urban big
data brings content and methodological innovation to the study of the spatial-temporal behavior
of people in urban areas. Many researchers have obtained the geographical location information of
users from bus smart cards, taxi Global Positioning System (GPS) trajectory data, the GPS interface of
smart phones, and internet application data, allowing them to study the behavior of users. Among
these studies, researchers have focused on analyzing each user’s trajectory and hotspot clustering
to identify the main urban functional areas. Combining bus smart card data with travel surveys
of urban inhabitants and land use maps at the block level allows researchers to identify the bus
cardholders’ places of residence, workplaces, and commuting habits; as a result, urban functional
zones and traffic flow directions can be analyzed [5–7]. In addition to public transportation, taxi
GPS trajectory data in cities have become an important aspect related to the careful management
of urban planning. The results show that the effects of different urban facilities on taxi passengers
have different laws of distribution and driving mechanisms [8]. Urban land use types could be
identified by the points at which taxis pick up and off-load passengers by combining these data with
the improved Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) model [9].
The spatial-temporal distribution of employment density in Singapore was calculated based on an
optimization model for total walking time, which was built by analyzing public transportation smart
card data, travel surveys, and building information [10]. By collecting the sequence of an individual’s
GPS data from smart phones and taking into account a user’s sequential visits to locations, scholars
built a personalized location recommendation system using the location collection and presented a life
pattern normal form to define individual life patterns [11,12]. In addition to these data types, social
media data have provided another data source for studying the dynamics of population distribution.
Some researchers have employed the hotspot clustering method for exploratory spatial analysis by
using location check-in data and choosing business factors for geographical distribution measurements
to obtain business district information [13–16]. Other researchers have applied geo-tagged posts
of an urban area from Twitter and cloud computing to mine popular travel routes and trajectory
patterns [17,18].
Gustave Le Bon believed that the crowd is ‘an aggregation of people’, and this aggregation pattern
has characteristics that are not found in a single individual [19]. Sina Microblog is one of the mainstream
social media platforms in China and, according to the 2014 Sina Microblog User Development Report
officially published by Sina Microblog, more than 50 million users actively use Sina Microblog every
day. For this reason, current research studies on Sina Microblog data have mostly focused on the
crowd behavior of network users and their relationships [20,21]. In addition to the characteristics
of crowd behavior in virtual networks, Sina Microblog users also have spatial-temporal distribution
characteristics in real life. Sina Location Microblog contains geographic location information, and each
user’s location is automatically obtained and uploaded by the users’ mobile devices when the users
post microblogs; this occurs without the active participation of the users and is different from microblog
check-in data. This type of spatial location information usually objectively represents the geographical
spatial activity characteristics of the users.
Therefore, in this paper, we obtained Sina Location Microblog data and analyzed the
spatial-temporal distribution characteristics of users according to sex cohorts in the research area,
as well as the coupling relationship between the spatial-temporal distribution characteristics of users
according to sex cohorts and different land use types. In Section 2, we describe the data and methods.
After the statistical results and local clusters of the grids in the study area are described in Section 3.1,
we further analyze the spatial-temporal distribution of users according to sex cohorts via land use
patterns in Section 3.2. Finally, a discussion is presented and conclusions are drawn in Section 3.3.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview
The study area, a square 8 km × 8 km area around Olympic Village, is a typical case study area in
Beijing, China. The Olympic Village area lies in the northwestern part of Chaoyang District in Beijing
(Figure 1), covers 18.8 km2 , and includes 12 neighborhood communities and 1400 business locations.
The 100,000 residents in the Olympic Village area live in 62,000 households [22]. The Olympic Village
area has various land use types, including residential, retail commercial, education and scientific
research workplaces, as well as sports, cultural, and public green spaces.

Figure 1. Location of the Olympic Village area. (a) Location of the Olympic Village within the
administrative divisions of Beijing; (b) remote sensing imagery showing the boundaries of the Olympic
Village within central Beijing.

2.2. Data Collection
Sina Location Microblog data was obtained using the Sina Microblog application programming
interface (http://open.weibo.com/wiki/2/users/domain_show) and Web crawler technology in
June 2014. After removing duplicate and invalid data, we obtained more than 97,000 location
microblog records including data from 56,000 microblog users, of which 56% were registered as
female. Each microblog record contained a user ID, microblog ID, microblog created date and time,
the geographic coordinates of the microblogging location, and the user’s gender. Because of the
substantial amount of information, the PostgreSQL database was employed to store and manage
these data. The remote sensing imagery of resources satellite three (ZY-3) of the study area, China’s
first autonomous civilian high-resolution stereo mapping satellite, with a spatial resolution of 2.1 m,
was used to extract land use types.
2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Skewness and Kurtosis
Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution of a real-valued random
variable about its mean. The skewness value can be positive or negative. Kurtosis represents the level
of the peak of the probability density distribution curve at the average value.
The skewness of a random variable, X, is the third standardized moment ϕ3 , as defined by
Equation (1):
h
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where µ represents the mean, σ represents the standard deviation, E represents the expectation operator,
µ3 represents the third central moment, and k t represents the tth cumulant. Skewness can be expressed
 
in terms of the noncentral moment E X 3 by expanding Equation (2):
ϕ3 = E
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If ϕ3 > 0, the mass of the distribution is concentrated on the left of the figure, and the right tail is
longer. The distribution is said to be right-skewed or to have a positive skew. If ϕ3 < 0, the mass of the
distribution is concentrated on the right of the figure, and the left tail is longer. The distribution is said
to be left-skewed or to have a negative skew.
The kurtosis is the fourth standardized moment, as defined by Equation (3):
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where µ4 represents the fourth central moment. If ϕ4 > 0, the distribution is called leptokurtic;
if ϕ4 < 0, the distribution is called platykurtic.
In this paper, we calculated the skewness and kurtosis of the number of Sina Location Microblog
users using SPSS version 22.0.
2.3.2. Spatial-Temporal Aggregation Granularity
Aggregation granularity represents the level of data refinement or synthesis in a data unit of a data
warehouse. The higher the degree of data refinement is, the smaller the level of granularity. By transferring
this concept into geography, spatial-temporal aggregation granularity is produced (specifically, the concept
of spatial-temporal quantization).
(1)

Spatial aggregation granularity

The spatial aggregation granularity of this study was represented using regular grids and irregular
polygon zones. A grid transformation of population data can express the spatial distribution and
differentiation laws of the population on the regional units. A study in Shenzhen used a 1-km spatial
resolution for the grid transformation of a dynamic population monitoring system, which provided
more accurate urban population density information and allowed researchers to analyze the dynamic
characteristics of a fine grid of the Shenzhen population [23]. In addition, scholars applied a 250 m and
0.001◦ spatial resolution for the grid transformation of population data and Sina check-in microblog data
to give the data spatial continuity and proximity [24–26]. Hence, according to the scale of the study zone,
the study zone was divided into regular grids of 100 m × 100 m (Figure 2). We conducted a spatial statistical
analysis of the data while using 100 m × 100 m grids to analyze the spatial distribution of Sina users [27].

Figure 2. The locations of Sina Microblog users in June 2014 in and near the Olympic Village, overlaid
on 100 m × 100 m grids.
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We analyzed the remote sensing imagery to extract several sample polygon zones, which were
classified into the following four land use types: (A) education and scientific research, (B) commercial
land, (C) public green space, and (D) residential. Sample zones contained the grids with the highest
numbers of users and clustering patterns based on the results of statistical analysis and Local Moran’s I.
(2)

Temporal aggregation granularity

We applied both the total and average numbers of the different types of temporal aggregation
granularity to describe the users’ behavior; these statistical indicators were calculated using Equations
(4)–(10):
The total number of users in each grid was calculated using Equation (4):
SU Mi =

∑ Ni,j

(4)

where i represents the grid ID and j represents the date. SUMi represents the total number of users in grid
i during a month, and Ni,j represents the number of users in grid i on date j. In this paper, j = 1, 2, . . . , 30.
The sex ratio of users was calculated using Equation (5):
SRi =

Mi
× 100
Fi

(5)

where SRi represents the sex ratio of users in grid i, Mi represents the number of male users in grid i,
and Fi represents the number of female users in grid i. If SRi > 100, then male users outnumber female
users; a higher value of SRi indicates a greater number of male users. If SRi < 100, then female users
outnumber male users; a lower value of SRi indicates a greater number of female users. If SRi = 100,
then an equal number of female and male users is present.
The total number of users for each grid on weekdays and weekends were calculated using
Equations (6) and (7), respectively:
SU Mweekday(i) =

∑ Ni,n

(6)

SU Mweekend(i) =

∑ Ni,m

(7)

where SU Mweekday(i) and SU Mweekend(i) represent the total number of users in grid i on weekdays and
weekends, respectively, and i represents the grid ID. Ni,n represents the number of users in grid i on
date n, where n represents the date of the weekday; Ni,m represents the number of users in grid i on
date m, where m represents the date of the weekend.
The average numbers of users active on weekdays and weekends were calculated using
Equations (8) and (9), respectively:
AVGweekday(i) =

AVGweekend(i) =

SU Mweekday(i)
Dweekday
SU Mweekend(i)
Dweekend

(8)

(9)

where SU Mweekday(i) and SU Mweekend(i) represent the total number of users in grid i on weekdays and
weekends, respectively; AVGweekday(i) and AVGweekend(i) represent the average number of users in
grid i on weekdays and weekends, respectively; Dweekday and Dweekend represent the total number of
weekdays and weekends, respectively; and, in this paper, Dweekday = 21 and Dweekend = 9. i represents
the grid ID.
The average numbers of users on a particular day during the week for the different land use types
were calculated using Equation (10):
SU Mk,p
AVGk,p =
(10)
Dk
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where SU Mk,p represents the total number of users on day k for land use pattern p; AVGk,p represents
the average number of users on day k for land use pattern p; k represents a day during the week,
including Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday; p represents the
land use pattern, including education and scientific research land, commercial land, public green space
land, and residential land.
In this study, the temporal granularity of the data was classified in three ways: the 30 individual
days of the study; the weekdays, including Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays
(21 days in total); and the weekends, including Saturdays and Sundays (nine days in total).
2.3.3. Local Moran’s I
Spatial autocorrelation is a measure of the degree of numerical clustering in a spatial region
and includes both global and local spatial autocorrelations. By using local spatial autocorrelation,
the spatial clustering of elements with high or low values within the region of interest can be identified
as well as spatial outliers.
The Local Moran’s I statistic of spatial association is given by Equation (11):
Ii =

xi − X,
Si2

n

∑

wi,j x j − X



(11)

j=1,j6=1

where xi represents an attribute for feature i, X represents the mean of the corresponding attribute,
and wi,j represents the spatial weight between features i and j:
Si2 =

∑nj=1,j6=i, x j − X

2

n−1

−X

2

(12)

where n represents the total number of features.
We chose the difference between SUMweekday(i) and SUMweekend(i) , the difference between the
number of female users and male users on weekdays, and the difference between the number of
female users and male users on weekends as the three local indicators of spatial association index
cluster patterns.
3. Results
3.1. Analysis of the Intensity of User Activity
3.1.1. Statistical Analysis
(1)

We utilized SPSS version 22.0 to calculate the descriptive statistics and the histogram of the
number of users during the month. Of the total of 56,000 microblog users, 56% were registered as
female, which means the sex ratio (SR) was 78.6. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 3a, the maximum
number of users was 4225 on 14 June, and the minimum was 248 on 1 June. The skewness was
−1.355, which was less than 0, indicating that the mass of the distribution was concentrated on
the right of Figure 3b and the left tail was longer. Therefore, the distribution was left-skewed.
The kurtosis was 2.03, which was greater than 0, indicating that the distribution was leptokurtic.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Statistics

Maximum Minimum Std. Dev

Skewness

Percentiles

Kurtosis
25

Value

4225

248

886.207

−1.355

2.03

50

2556.25 2852

75
3251.25
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Figure 3. Variation in the number of Sina Location Microblog users in June 2014: (a) the number of
users per day; (b) the histogram of the data.

(2)

In Table 2, the minimum and maximum total numbers of users (SU M) were 0 and 2649 in the
grids, respectively. The maximum numbers of female users (F) and male users (M) were 1837
and 828 in the grids, respectively.
Table 2. The partial statistical results of the quantities of microblog users in June 2014.
Land Use

SUM

F

M

SR

1284

The dormitories of Beijing Language
and Culture University (DOBLCU)

Residential land

2649

1837

812

44.2

4652

Yongtaixili (YTXL)

Residential land

2048

1220

828

67.9

1904

Yiyuan of Anhuibeili (YYAH)

Residential land

1768

1307

461

35.3

253

Peking University Health Science
Center School of Nursing (PUHSCSN)

Workplace

1147

523

624

119.3

1568

Olympic Torch Square (OTS)

Public land

1122

732

390

53.3

Grid ID

...

Grid Location

...

...

6397

Dongxiaokou Forest Park (DFP)

Green space land

0

0

0

-

6398

Dongxiaokou Forest Park (DFP)

Green space land

0

0

0

-

6399

Dongxiaokou Forest Park (DFP)

Green space land

0

0

0

-

Note: SU M represents the total number of users, F represents the number of female users, M represents the number
of male users, and SR represents the sex ratio. We chose the uppercase of some letters of the grid location name as
the abbreviation of the grid location name; for instance, the dormitories of Beijing Language and Culture University
are abbreviated as DOBLCU.

The maximum SU M was observed in the dormitories of Beijing Language and Culture University
(Grid ID 1284, DOBLCU), indicating that the users here were primarily students (Table 2). The sex
ratio (SR) of Grid 1284 was 44.2, meaning that female users outnumbered male users by a ratio
greater than 2:1. The second highest SU M was in Yongtaixili (Grid ID 4652, YTXL), which is one
of the largest communities in the Qinghe District of Beijing, established in 1996. This mature
community has a high concentration of service-type businesses within and around the community
that causes a concentrated area with a large and active population. The third highest SU M was in
Yiyuan of Anhuibeili (Grid ID 1904, YYAH), which has more than 4000 residents and conditions
similar to those of YTXL. The SR of YYAH was the lowest in the top five grids, meaning that the
proportion of female users was the highest. The fourth highest SU M was at the Peking University
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Health Science Center School of Nursing (Grid ID 253, PUHSCSN), which is a workplace where
the users primarily consisted of students and staff. The SR was 119.3, indicating that male users
outnumbered females. The fifth highest SU M was in the Olympic Torch Square (Grid ID 1568,
OTS), which is in the northern National Stadium area; during and after the 2008 Olympic Games
in Beijing, the National Stadium became a landmark building in Beijing attracting large numbers
of visitors. Its SR was 53.3, indicating that female users outnumbered males by a ratio greater
than 2:1. Grids with no users were mainly in the center of Dongxiaokou Forest Park (DFP),
which has large areas without pedestrian access or trails, or that are covered by water. Figure 4
shows the result of grid transformation of the total number of Sina Location Microblog users in
June 2014.

Figure 4. Grid transformation of the total number of Sina users in June 2014. Grid IDs are provided for
the five grids with the highest numbers of users.

(3)

In Tables 3 and 4, the maximum total numbers of users on weekdays (SU Mweekday ) and weekends
(SU Mweekend ) were 1613 and 1036, respectively, with a minimum total number of 0. The maximum
average numbers of users on weekdays (AVGweekday ) and weekends (AVGweekend ) were 77 and
115, respectively.
The top seven grids contained residential, workplace, and public land (Tables 3 and 4). The grid
with the highest total and average numbers of users on weekdays and weekends was DOBLCU
(Grid ID 1284), with a SU Mweekday of 577 users greater than the SU Mweekend , while the AVGweekday
was 38 users fewer than the AVGweekend . The sex ratio (SR) of DOBLCU increased on weekends;
however, there were still twice as many female users as males on weekends. DOBUPT is also
residential land; however, its SRs were higher than those of DOBLCU, meaning the proportion of
male users was higher in DOBUPT than that in DOBLCU. Among YTXL, YYAH, HYJB, and OTS,
the first three places represent residential land with a large and concentrated population. Their
SRs were both lower than 100. On weekdays, the SR of YYAH was the lowest, showing that
there were three times as many female users as male. On weekends, the SRs of these four places
showed that there were approximately twice as many female users as male. OTS is public land,
so the number of people here on weekends was usually larger than that of weekdays and the
SRs were both less than 100. The SU Mweekday and AVGweekday of PUHSCSN were greater than
the SU Mweekend and AVGweekend of PUHSCSN. Moreover, the SRs were more than 100 and the
SR was higher on weekends than on weekdays. These quantitative characteristics of the users
were opposite when compared with the quantitative characteristics of residential and public land.
The grids with no users were primarily in the center of Dongxiaokou Forest Park, where public
access is limited due to a lack of sidewalks or due to areas covered by water.
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Table 3. The partial statistical results of the quantities of users on weekdays in June 2014.
Grid ID

Grid Location

Land Use

SUMweekday F

M

AVGweekday SR

1284

The dormitories of Beijing Language
and Culture University (DOBLCU)

Residential land

1613

1173

440

77

37.5

4652

Yongtaixili (YTXL)

Residential land

1221

700

521

58

74.4

1904

Yiyuan of Anhuibeili (YYAH)

Residential land

1173

916

257

56

28.1

253

Peking University Health Science
Center School of Nursing (PUHSCSN)

Workplace

825

377

448

39

118.8

1543

The dormitories of Beijing University
of Posts and Telecommunications in
Erlizhuang (DOBUPT)

Residential land

718

406

312

34

76.8

1568

Olympic Torch Square (OTS)

Public land

653

441

212

31

48.1

1334

Huiyuan Apartment J block (HYJB)

Residential land

247

149

98

12

65.8

Note: F represents the number of female users, M represents the number of male users, SR represents the sex ratio,
SU Mweekday represents the total number of users on weekdays, and AVGweekday represents the average number
of users on weekdays. We chose the uppercase of some letters of the grid location name as the abbreviation of
the grid location name; for instance, the dormitories of Beijing Language and Culture University are abbreviated
as DOBLCU.

Table 4. The partial statistical results of the quantities of users on weekends in June 2014.
Grid ID

Grid Location

Land Use

SUMweekend

F

M

AVGweekend SR

1284

The dormitories of Beijing Language
and Culture University (DOBLCU)

Residential land

1036

664

372

115

4652

Yongtaixili (YTXL)

Residential land

827

520

307

92

59

1904

Yiyuan of Anhuibeili (YYAH)

Residential land

595

391

204

66

52.2

1334

Huiyuan apartment J block (HYJB)

Residential land

545

362

183

61

50.6

56

1568

Olympic Torch Square (OTS)

Public land

469

291

178

52

61.2

1543

The dormitories of Beijing University
of Posts and Telecommunications in
Erlizhuang (DOBUPT)

Residential land

433

236

197

48

83.5

253

Peking University Health Science
Center School of Nursing (PUHSCSN)

Workplace

322

146

176

36

120.5

Note: F represents the number of female users, M represents the number of male users, SR represents the sex ratio,
SU Mweekend represents the total number of users on weekends, and AVGweekend represents the average number
of users on weekends. We chose the uppercase of some letters of the grid location name as the abbreviation of
the grid location name; for instance, the dormitories of Beijing Language and Culture University are abbreviated
as DOBLCU.

3.1.2. Local Moran’s I
We applied the Univariate Local Indicators of Spatial Association using GeoDa software (https:
//spatial.uchicago.edu/software) to calculate the Local Moran’s I of the difference between SU Mweekday
and SU Mweekend , the difference between the numbers of female users and male users on weekdays,
and the difference between the numbers of female users and male users on weekends (Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 5. (a) The local indicator of the spatial association cluster pattern of the difference between
SUMweekday(i) and SUMweekend(i) ; (b) the local indicator of spatial association significance map (p < 0.05).

Figure 6. The local indicators of the spatial association cluster pattern of (A) the difference between
the number of female users and male users on weekdays and (B) the difference between the number
of female users and male users on weekends. (A’,B’) are the local indicators of the spatial association
significance map (p < 0.05).

1.

The Moran’s I is 0.0145, and its z-value is 2.8957, meaning that the spatial distribution of the local
indicator has a positive spatial correlation.
(1)

High–High: this represents a grid and its surrounding grids with a relatively large
difference between SU Mweekday and SU Mweekend , meaning that these grids have more
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(4)
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weekday than weekend users, and the spatial differentiation among them is small.
High–High grids are mainly distributed in residential land, education and scientific
research land, and in areas with some companies (Figure 5). For example, the position
shown by the number 1 in Figure 5 contains the Peking University Health Science Center
and the Beijing University of Science and Technology. These grids and their surrounding
grids have more weekday than weekend users; thus, they are distribution areas with
positive values.
Low–Low: this represents a grid and its surrounding grids with relatively little difference
between SU Mweekday and SUMweekend , meaning that these grids have fewer weekday than
weekend users, and the spatial differentiation among them is small. Low–Low grids are
mainly distributed in public green land (Figure 5). For example, the position shown by
the number 3 in Figure 5 contains Olympic parks and forest parks. These grids and their
surrounding grids have fewer weekday than weekend users; thus, they have distribution
areas with negative values.
Low–High: this represents a grid with relatively little difference between SU Mweekday
and SU Mweekend , while its surrounding grids have a relatively greater difference
between SU Mweekday and SU Mweekend , and the spatial differentiation among them is
large. Low–High grids are randomly distributed around High–High grids (Figure 5).
For example, the position shown by the number 2 in Figure 5 is a recreational park near
residential land. These grids have fewer weekday than weekend users.
High–Low: this represents a grid with a relatively large difference between SU Mweekday
and SU Mweekend , while its surrounding grids have relatively little difference between
SU Mweekday and SU Mweekend , and the spatial differentiation among them is large.
High–Low grids are mainly distributed around Low–Low grids (Figure 5). For example,
the position shown by the number 4 in Figure 5 is a subway station. These grids have
more weekday than weekend users, and fewer weekday than weekend users in the areas
around these grids.

The Moran’s I of the difference between the number of female users and male users on weekdays
is 0.0346, and its z-value is 5.9051; the Moran’s I of the difference between the number of female
users and male users on weekends is 0.0269, and its z-value is 4.7393, meaning that the spatial
distribution of the local indicators has a positive spatial correlation.
(1)

(2)

High–High: this represents a grid and its surrounding grids with relatively large
differences between the number of female users and male users, meaning that these
grids have more female users than male users, and the spatial differentiation among them
is small. High–High grids are mainly distributed at education and scientific research land
and residential land. For example, the zone shown by the letter a in Figure 6A,B contains
several universities and some communities. These grids and their surrounding grids have
more female users than male users; thus, they are distribution areas with positive values.
Low–Low: this represents a grid and its surrounding grids with relatively little differences
between the number of female users and male users, meaning that these grids have
fewer female users than male users, and the spatial differentiation among them is small.
Low–Low grids are mainly distributed at sports centers and workplaces. For example,
the positions shown by the letter b contains the National Olympic Sports Center
comprehensive training center, swimming pool, and tennis hall as well as several sports
management centers, and the position shown by the letter c contains an office building.
Additionally, the b and c zones show an obvious change between Figures 6A and 6B,
respectively, meaning that male users outnumber female users at playgrounds and
workplaces on weekdays. These grids and their surrounding grids have fewer female
users than male users; thus, they have distribution areas with negative values.
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Low–High: this represents a grid with relatively little difference between the numbers of
female users and male users, and its surrounding grids have relatively greater differences
between the number of female users and male users, and the spatial differentiation among
them is large. Low–High grids are distributed around High–High grids. For example,
the position shown by the letter d contains a shopping center mall and Olympic park,
and Figure 6B shows that there are more Low–High grids and High–High grids on
weekends than on weekdays in the d zone, meaning the number of female users and male
users increases over the weekends. In particular, male users obviously outnumber female
users in several grids.
High–Low: this represents a grid with a relatively large difference between the numbers
of female users and male users, and its surrounding grids have relatively little differences
between the number of female users and male users, and the spatial differentiation among
them is large. High–Low grids are mainly distributed around Low–Low grids. These grids
have more female users than male users, as well as fewer male users than female users in
areas around these grids.

3.2. The Relationship between the Activity of Users and Land Use Types
According to the results of the statistical analysis and Local Moran’s I, the four land use types
in Figure 7 were classified as follows. The letter A represents education and scientific research land,
where A1–A5 represent the Peking University Health Science Center, Beijing Language and Culture
University, New Oriental Education and Technology Group, the middle school associated with the
University of Science and Technology in Beijing, and Chaoyang Foreign Language School, respectively.
The letter B represents commercial land, where B1–B5 represent the Xin’ao Shopping Center, Shengxi
No. 8 Shopping Center, Wudaokou Shopping Center, Beichen Shopping Center, and Qinghe Shopping
Mall, respectively. The letter C represents public green space land, where C1–C2 represent the
south and north Olympic Forest Parks, respectively, and C3–C5 represent the Aoyuncun Sports Club,
Dongsheng Recreation and Sports Park, and Olympic Park, respectively. The letter D represents
residential land, where D1–D5 represent Yongtaixili, Tianherenjia, Beishatan No. 5, Fenglinlvzhou,
and Yiyuan of Anhuibeili, respectively.

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of land used for (A) education and scientific research, (B) commercial
uses, (C) public green space, and (D) residences.
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Furthermore, we calculated the average daily numbers and the SRs of users on the four land use
types over one week to analyze the spatial-temporal distribution and characteristics of users.
The statistical analysis shows that the average number of users on all four land use types clearly
increased on weekends, especially on commercial and public green space lands (Figure 8). First, education
and scientific research land on Saturday (AVGSat ) had the highest average number of users (368 users).
The SR peaked at 77 on Thursday, meaning that the female users outnumbered male users, although
this dominance was smallest on Thursday. The SR curve fell from Thursday to Saturday, showing that
the proportion of female users increased as the weekend approached. Second, on commercial land on
Saturday, the average number of users (AVGSat was 96 users) and the SR (at 110) peaked, with male
users outnumbering female users on Saturday. From Monday to Thursday, the SRs did not significantly
increase or decrease. The SR was the lowest on Friday, meaning that the proportion of female users
was highest at that time. On Saturday and Sunday, the SRs exceeded 100, meaning that the male users
outnumbered female users; also, the proportion of male users increased from Friday to Sunday. Third, for
public green space land, AVGSat peaked at 378 users, while the SR reached its lowest point (59) on Friday.
The SR curve varied during the week. From Wednesday to Friday, the SR curve dropped, showing that
the proportion of female users apparently increased; from Friday to Sunday, the SR curve increased,
showing that the proportion of male users increased. Finally, on residential land, AVGFri peaked at
272 users, with the lowest SR occurring on Thursday at 50. The SR on residential land decreased from
Monday to Thursday and increased from Thursday to Sunday.

Figure 8. The statistical results of the daily number and sex ratio of users for one week on (a) education
and scientific research land, (b) commercial land, (c) public green space land, and (d) residential land.

3.3. Discussion and Conclusions
Sina Microblog, as a representative of VGI data, has been a significant urban human sensing
data source in China. Many researchers focus on studying the spatial-temporal characteristics of the
Sina check-ins of microblog users [13,28]. In this paper, we applied mathematical statistics and Local
Moran’s I to analyze the spatial-temporal distribution characteristics of Sina Location Microblog users
according to sex cohorts for land use patterns in urban areas, with the users’ coordinates objectively
uploaded by the GPS interfaces of smart phones.
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We found that the number of overall female users outnumbered male users (SR was 78.5).
The quantitative characteristics of users in 100 m × 100 m grids showed that the grids with more
female users than male users were concentrated on residential land and public green land, and the grids
with more male users than female users were concentrated on workplaces (Tables 2–4). The residential
land grids and the public green space grids had a higher average number of users over weekends
than on weekdays, meaning that the users were more active over weekends across these land use
types. The workplace grids had a higher average number of users on weekdays than on weekends.
The SRs exceeded 100, and the SR increased on weekends, meaning that male users still outnumbered
female users. Meanwhile, from the Local Moran’s I analysis, the users were mainly distributed on
residential land, universities, and companies on weekdays and on public green space over weekends.
Female users outnumbered male users at education and scientific research land and residential land;
male users outnumbered female users on playgrounds and workplaces on weekdays, and the number
of male users increased over weekends on commercial land, even more than the number of female
users. As seen in Figure 8, through the analysis of the quantitative characteristics and SRs of users on
four land use types during the week, we found that the average number of users peaked on education
and scientific research land, where female users were more active than male users (SR ranged from
59 to 77), followed by the average number of users on residential land (SR ranged from 49 to 66).
In addition, the average daily number of users on weekends exceeded that of weekdays on these
four land use types. Except for the SR curve for users across education and scientific research land,
the other three SR curves showed that the proportion of male users increased on weekends, especially
on commercial land (SR was 110); this phenomenon may be related to the shopping habits of males
and females. Females will pay more attention to commodities, while males (especially the partners of
female shoppers) use the internet to pass the time. These results reflect that female users are generally
more active than men in social networks, which also shows that women are more concerned with
self-presentation in social networks [28]. Furthermore, it illustrates that women’s social constraints are
weakened in the network virtual space.
In conclusion, Sina Location Microblog data can demonstrate the human dynamics behind
the spatial-temporal characteristics of gender differences in urban areas. Overall, the female users
outnumbered the male users, but the sex ratio varied in different land use types at different times. Social
media data with geographic location information can provide information that supports the study
of the dynamic distribution of the urban population and can be used for urban planning. This helps
urban planners to consider both the urban economic growth and gender needs in the development
of urban planning according to the spatial-temporal distribution of the urban population separated
by sex cohorts. Planners can then integrate the perspective of gender into the decision-making and
operation of urban planning to make the planning increasingly fair and realize a people-oriented
concept of urban planning, and especially improving the gender consciousness of space use in urban
public spaces. For example, urban planners can not only protect women’s safety by reducing dark
corners in public areas, but can also increase and expand the number of female toilets in areas where
women are concentrated according to the spatial distribution characteristics of women. This paper is
an empirical attempt to employ Sina Location Microblog for data collection and spatial comparative
analysis. It still leaves a large space for additional research, which needs further exploration and
application. The results in this paper cannot be expanded to represent the characteristics of the urban
population as a whole, and we cannot access additional information related to user attributes, such as
educational background, occupation, and age. In future studies, the relationships between users
and urban land use types can be further studied from different aspects by using more detailed user
attribute information.
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